
                                        

 

 

 

 

FlightScope X2 Technology --- The principles of 3D 

Doppler Tracking Golf Radar has taken golf to a level of 

competition that is unlike anything seen before. FlightScope’s 

3D ball tracking device and golf launch monitor can measure a 

number of variables related to the golf ball: real time 

tracking, ball speed, spin axis, and backspin.  FlightScope’s 3D 

motion tracking device also helps us accurately analyze your 

swing.  The machine measures how your golf club is traveling 

through impact; variables include: club head speed, angle of 

attack, club path, club face angle, and the vertical and 

horizontal swing planes.  Furthermore,  

 the ball’s trajectory after it has been launched is tracked, which means you will 

have exceptional comprehensive golf measurement information instantly available, aiding you 

in your ongoing quest to improve your golf swing! 

 

 

FlightScope Combine -- Have you ever wanted 

to know how your game stacks up against a PGA Tour 

Professional? Wouldn’t you like a complete 

assessment of your game to find your strengths and 

weaknesses? The FlightScope Combine is a one hour 

test that has you hit 3-5 shots at different targets 

between 20 yards to 240 yards. You are scored on each 

shot and given a score based on the distance and 

accuracy. You can virtually watch your shot’s 

relationship to the targets and get instant voice 

feedback 

 

on each shot. At the end of the combine you will be given an analysis of your session with 4 

reports. Your data will be uploaded to your free account at MyFlightScope.com. 

BodiTrak Shift System – This 

revolutionary portable pressure mat is helping 

golfers get in touch with their weight 

distribution, We will be able to determine your 

weight transfer percentage from both feet and 

heel to toe during your swing. The new wireless 

capability allows us to use the pressure mat in any 

golf situation; the range, golf course, putting 

green, and even in bunkers!  

 

 

 

This technology will also allow us to diagnose and correct dynamic balance problems, which can 

help you dramatically improve your ball striking ability! 


